Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat quiz was conducted online on April 12, 2020 at 10.30 am to all the EBSB Club interested participants of Rajeev Gandhi Memorial College of Engineering and Technology. Around 30 students of EBSB club participated in this contest with enthusiasm. The quiz consists of culture, language and heritage of Punjab state. Prizes will be distributed once the college reopens.

WINNERS:

First Prize: G. Kalyani
Roll.No.18091A0462
II-ECE, RGMCET, AP

Second Prize: E. Shaman
Roll.No.18091A04J3
II-ECE, RGMCET, AP.

Third Prize: D. Jayasree
Roll.No.18091A0475
II-ECE, RGMCET, AP
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